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Transjunctional permeability and ﬂuxGap junction (GJ) channels assembled from connexin (Cx) proteins provide a structural basis for direct elec-
trical and metabolic cell–cell communication. Here, we focus on gating and permeability properties of
Cx43/Cx45 heterotypic GJs exhibiting asymmetries of both voltage-gating and transjunctional ﬂux (Jj) of ﬂuo-
rescent dyes depending on transjunctional voltage (Vj). Relatively small differences in the resting potential of
communicating cells can substantially reduce or enhance this ﬂux at relative negativity or positivity on Cx45
side, respectively. Similarly, series of Vj pulses resembling bursts of action potentials (APs) reduce Jj when APs
initiate in the cell expressing Cx43 and increase Jj when APs initiate in the cell expressing Cx45. Jj of charged
ﬂuorescent dyes is affected by ionophoresis and Vj-gating and the asymmetry of Jj–Vj dependence in hetero-
typic GJs is enhanced or reduced when ionophoresis and Vj-gating work in a synergistic or antagonistic man-
ner, respectively. Modulation of cell-to-cell transfer of metabolites and signaling molecules by Vj may occur in
excitable as well as non-excitable tissues and may be more expressed in the border between normal and
pathological regions where intercellular gradients of membrane potential and concentration of ions are sub-
stantially altered. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: The Communicating junctions, composition,
structure and characteristics.Communicating junctions, composition, structure and
nx, NY 10461, USA. Tel.: +1 718 430 4130; fax: +1 71
(F.F. Bukauskas).
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Table 1
The list of most frequently used abbreviations.
Abbreviation Full name
AF350 Alexa Fluor-350
aHC Apposed hemichannel
AP Action potential
Cx Connexin
FI Fluorescence intensity
GJ Gap junction
gj Transjunctional conductance
GJC Gap junctional communication
HC Hemichannel
Ij Transjunctional current
Jj Transjunctional ﬂux
JP Junctional plaque
Kasym Coupling asymmetry coefﬁcient
LY Lucifer Yellow
No Number of fully open channels
NF Number of operational/functional channels
Pj Transjunctional permeability
Pp Permeability from cell-2 to pipette-2
Pγ Single channel permeability
uHC Unapposed hemichannel
V1 and V2 Voltage in cell-1 and cell-2, respectively
Vh Holding potential
Vj Transjunctional voltage
Vm Transmembrane potential
VR Resting potential
WP Working point
γo Unitary conductances of GJ channel at the open state
γres Unitary conductances of GJ channel at the residual state
γo,H Unitary conductances of aHC at the open state
γres,H Unitary conductances of aHC at the residual state
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1.1. Connexins, hemichannels and gap junction channels
Direct cell-to-cell electrical andmolecular signaling between adjacent
cells in virtually all multi-cellular organisms is accomplished through
intercellular gap junction (GJ) channels, which in chordates are formed
by two oligomerized hexamers of connexin (Cx) proteins called a con-
nexon or hemichannel (HC); the list of most frequently used abbrevia-
tions is provided in Table 1. Docking of two HCs form the GJ channel
that spans the plasma membranes of adjacent cells and provides a direct
pathway for cell-to-cell electrical signaling andmetabolic communication
allowing the passage of small ions, amino acids,metabolites and signaling
molecules such as cAMP, IP3, 5-HT, siRNA and small peptides ([1–5] and
reviewed in [6]). Unapposed/nonjunctional hemichannels (uHCs)
from closely apposed cells can dock and form GJ channels with
inter-cytoplasmic pores. Individual GJ channels tend to cluster at high
density forming a junctional plaque (JP). HCs can be homomeric or het-
eromeric, dependingwhether they are composed by the sameor different
Cx isoforms, respectively. In humans, 21 members of the Cx family have
been identiﬁed [7], giving a wide diversity of GJ channels. Docking of
homomeric HCs formed of the same or different Cx isoforms assembles
homotypic or heterotypic GJ channels, respectively, and composing HCs
are called as apposed hemichannels (aHCs). If the GJ channel contains at
least one heteromeric aHC then we call it a heteromeric GJ channel.
Cells in many tissues co-express several Cx isoforms and different homo-
typic GJ channels can cluster into the same JP forming bi-homotypic GJs
[8]. Potentially, 21 Cx isoforms can form 210 different heterotypic GJs.
This number increases to thousands for heteromeric GJs if rotational
asymmetry of docked aHCs is considered, which can be assembled from
two or more co-expressed Cx isoforms.
Earlier studies have shown that heterotypic GJs in which a Cx45 is
paired with Cx31, Cx40 or Cx43 exhibit a strong voltage-gating asym-
metry and modulatable cell-to-cell electric signaling from nearly uni-
directional to bi-directional [9–10]. Cx45 is expressed in a variety of
tissues, but most abundantly in cardiovascular and nervous systems
[11–12]. Blood vessels express Cx37, Cx40, Cx43 and Cx45, with the
most abundant expression of Cx37 and Cx40 in endothelial cells and
Cx43 and Cx45 in smooth muscle cells [13–14]. Thus, heterotypic
GJs containing Cx45 can be formed between smooth muscle cells as
well as between smooth muscle and endothelial cells. Furthermore,
Cx45 may form GJs with mCx30.2, Cx40 and Cx43 in the heart be-
tween cardiomyocytes or cardiomyocytes and ﬁbroblasts [15], be-
tween neurons with mCx30.2 and Cx36 [16] and between astrocytes
and neurons with Cx43 [17].
It has been reported that pannexin proteins (vertebrate homolo-
gous of invertebrate innexins) may also form intercellular channels
in paired oocytes [18], but the formation and function of pannexin-
based GJ channels in mammalian cell lines and tissues is yet to be
demonstrated [19].
1.2. Connexin compatibility to form homotypic and heterotypic gap
junctions
Intercellular communication through GJ channels between identi-
cal cell types (homocellular) and different cell types (heterocellular)
is universally widespread in multicellular organisms. Different cell
types may express the same or different sets of Cxs. While a Cx iso-
form may be expressed by different cell types, a given cell type may
express one or more Cx isoforms. Heterocellular connections and
their asymmetric properties were ﬁrst described in the giant motor
synapses of the crayﬁsh in the late 50s [20], but it took thirty years
to demonstrate that GJ channels composed by distinct Cx and innexin
isoforms were the molecular substrate of rectifying synapses [21–24].
These channels were called hybrid cell–cell channels [21] or hetero-
molecular channels [22], but the name “heterotypic channels” wascoined two years later with a precise demonstration of emergent rec-
tiﬁcation properties when Cx26 HCs dock with Cx32 HCs [25]. These
studies raised the question about the extent of interaction between
cell types expressing dissimilar HCs to form functional heterotypic
or heteromeric GJ channels. Compatibility between HCs determines
whether the same or different cell types may or may not form GJ
channels. When heterotypic channels are formed, new electrical and
permeability properties may arise [23,25], increasing the scope of
possible functions for heterocellular connections. Compatible Cxs
play an important role in integrating cells into functional compart-
ments, while incompatible Cxs may participate in delineating bound-
aries between them. Although compatible Cxs can ensure electrical
coupling, a limited Cx-type dependent permeability to metabolites
and signaling molecules might be critical for initiation of compart-
mentalization even in electrically coupled network and formation of
distinct tissues and organs during developmental processes [26–27].
Evidence for heterocellular connections and heterotypic GJ channels
is abundant, particularly in the eye [28–29], brain [11,30–31], heart
[12,32] and cardiovascular system [33–34]. Collected studies per-
formed by us and other groups using a dual whole-cell patch clamp
and dye transfer in mammalian cells as well as a dual two-electrode
voltage clamp in Xenopus oocytes, [6,11,21,25,35–40], allow us to pre-
sent a table for functional and nonfunctional homotypic andheterotypic
pairings (Table 2). Presented data reveals that someCxs (such as 43 and
45) have the ability to form functional pairings with most of other Cxs,
while Cx31 and Cx36 are less compatible. Cxs 23, 25, 33, 39 and 59 have
not yet been tested to form heterotypic GJs. From 210 possible hetero-
typic pairings, only 92 were examined and among them, only 45 form
functional channels (Table 2). It still remains to be demonstrated
whether nonfunctional pairings have the potential to dock and form
physical GJ channels. It has been reported that docking between HCs
is strongly determined by the sequence of amino acids and disulﬁde
bond pattern of extracellular loops [35,41–43], but analysis of a number
of chimeras suggested that cytoplasmic loop and C-terminus domains
may be involved as well [44]. Cxs of the α-group displayed eight
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group displayed seven functional and six nonfunctional heterotypic
pairings. In summary, all Cxs exhibited 15 functional and 13 non-
functional intra-group heterotypic pairings, while among inter-
group pairings 30 were functional and 32 nonfunctional (Table 2).
This data suggest that there is no relation in the ability of Cxs to
form functional heterotypic GJs within or between groups [45]. In-
terestingly, Cxs 23, 29 and 31.1 do not form functional homotypic
GJs, and also did not express functional GJs for all ten examined het-
erotypic pairings. The inability to form functional GJ channels does
not necessarily mean nonfunctional uHCs, as recently shown for
Cx29 (CX30.2) [46].
2. Gating of GJ channels
2.1. Vm- and Vj-sensitive gating of homotypic GJ channels; two types of
voltage gating mechanisms
GJ channels allow electrical signal transfer between cells and this
signaling can be modulated by chemical reagents (chemical-gating)
and by voltage (voltage-gating) of two types: 1) the transmembraneTable 2
Compatibility of Cx isoforms to form homotypic and heterotypic GJs. Corresponding mouse
and human (GJ) genes with corresponding proteins are shown in white and gray squares, re
are indicated by ‘+’ and ‘−’, respectively; ‘⁎’ stands for disputed conclusions. Data are sum
whole-cell patch clamp in mammalian cells and dual two electrode voltage clamp in Xenop
GENE Mouse Gje1 −−− Gjb2 Gjc3 Gjb6 Gjd3 Gjb4 Gjb3 Gjb5 G
NAME Human GJE1 GJB7 GJB2 GJC3 GJB6 GJD3 GJB4 GJB3 GJB5 G
GENE PROTEIN Mouse Cx23 −−− Cx26 Cx29 Cx30 Cx30.2 Cx30.3 Cx31 Cx31.1 C
NAME NAME Human CX23 CX25 CX26 CX30.2 CX30 CX31.9 CX30.3 CX31 CX31.1 C
Mouse Mouse
Human Human
Gje1 Cx23
GJE1 CX23
−−− −−−
GJB7 CX25
Gjb2 Cx26
GJB2 CX26
Gjc3 Cx29
GJC3 CX30.2
Gjb6 Cx30
GJB6 CX30
Gjd3 Cx30.2
GJD3 CX31.9
Gjb4 Cx30.3
GJB4 CX30.3
Gjb3 Cx31
GJB3 CX31
Gjb5 Cx31.1
GJB5 CX31.1
Gjb1 Cx32
GJB1 CX32
Gja6 Cx33
−−− −−−
Gjd2 Cx36
GJD2 CX36
Gja4 Cx37
GJA4 CX37
Gjd4 Cx39
GJD4 CX40.1
Gja5 Cx40
GJA5 CX40
Gja1 Cx43
GJA1 CX43
Gjc1 Cx45
GJC1 CX45
Gja3 Cx46
GJA3 CX46
Gjc2 Cx47
GJC2 CX47
Gja8 Cx50
GJA8 CX50
Gja10 Cx57
GJA10 CX62
−−− −−−
GJA9 CX59
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
+
−
+
−
−
+
−
+
−
+
−
−
+
+
−
−
+
−
−
−
+
+
+
+
+
+
+ +
+
+
−
+
+
+
−
−
−
+
−
−
+
−
+
+
−
+
+
−
+
+
−
+
−potential (Vm), and 2) the transjunctional voltage (Vj). All Cx-based GJ
channels exhibit sensitivity to Vj, but few are sensitive to Vm at a detect-
able level. Homotypic GJ channels normally show symmetric steady-
state transjunctional conductance (gj)–Vj relations, except in cases
where Vm-sensitivity is present [35,47]. In addition, instantaneous
transjunctional current (Ij) that reﬂect electrical properties of the chan-
nel pore at the open state, rectiﬁes in respect to Vj but at a different de-
gree depending on Cx isoform. This rectiﬁcation ismasked in homotypic
channels, but can be signiﬁcant in heterotypic channels when unitary
conductances of aHC differ considerably. The electrical properties of
aHCs have been historically deﬁned by a two-state Boltzmann distribu-
tion dependence on Vj [48], assuming that each aHC possesses one gat-
ing mechanism that senses Vj independently of the state of the other
gate in series and closes the channel fully. However, measurements at
the level of a single GJ channel and uHC in cells expressing wild type
Cxs or their mutants strongly enforced a view that both aHC and uHC
contain, at least, two voltage-sensitive gating mechanisms, called as
the ‘fast’ gate and “slow” or “loop” gate [49]. Single-channel recordings
exhibited not only open and closed states but also substates. Amongnu-
merous substates, the one that has the longest dwell-time is called a re-
sidual state and typically constitutes 1/4th–1/5th of the open stateand human names for genes and proteins were taken from [45]. Names of mouse (Gj)
spectively. Ability to form functional or non-functional homotypic and heterotypic GJs
marized from reports of different groups based on dye transfer studies and using a dual
us oocytes [6,11,21,25,35–40].
jb1 Gja6 Gjd2 Gja4 Gjd4 Gja5 Gja1 Gjc1 Gja3 Gjc2 Gja8 Gja10 −−−
JB1 −−− GJD2 GJA4 GJD4 GJA5 GJA1 GJC1 GJA3 GJC2 GJA8 GJA10 GJA9
x32 Cx33 Cx36 Cx37 Cx39 Cx40 Cx43 Cx45 Cx46 Cx47 Cx50 Cx57 −−−
X32 −−− CX36 CX37 CX40.1 CX40 CX43 CX45 CX46 CX47 CX50 CX62 CX59
+
−
+
+
−
+
+
+
−
+
+
− +−
+
∗
+
−
+
+
+
+
−
∗
+
+
−
+
+
+
+
−
+
+
−
+
+
+
+
−
+
+
−
+
−
∗
+
+
−
−
Homotypic: 
–Functional, 17
–Nonfunctional, 3
Heterotypic:
–Intra–group functional, 15
–Intra–group nonfunctional, 13
–Inter–group functional, 30
–Inter–group nonfunctional, 32 
Fig. 1. Asymmetries of Vj-gating and electrical signal transfer in heterotypic junctions
formed from Cx45WT paired with Cx31-EGFP, Cx40-CFP and Cx43-EGFP. (A) Example
of an Ij recording in response to long Vj ramps (~0.8 mV/s) from 0 to +115 mV and
−115 mV applied to the HeLaCx45 cell of a HeLaCx31-EGFP/HelaCx45WT cell pair.
(B) Normalized gj–Vj plot, calculated from the record shown in A, demonstrates gating
asymmetry. (C) An example of electrical signal transfer asymmetry in HeLaCx31-
EGFP/HeLaCx45WT cell pair; gj=1.4 nS. Initially HeLaCx45WT cell (cell-1) was voltage
clamped at −57 mV and stepped by ±90mV for 90 ms with 170 ms between pulses.
The cell-2wasmaintained in current clampmode,which allowed the recording of electro-
tonic potentials evoked by repeated voltage steps applied to cell-1. The initial set of depo-
larizing and hyperpolarizing voltage pulses (0–18 s) shows substantial asymmetry in the
amplitudes of responses in cell-2 depending on the polarity of the pulses. Stepwise depo-
larization of the holding potential of cell-1 (see arrows) leads to a reduction in the degree
of signal transfer asymmetry. (D). Normalized dependence of electrical coupling asymme-
try coefﬁcient, Kasym, on ΔVh measured in six HeLaCx43-EGFP/HeLaCx45WT cell pairs,
where ΔVh=Vh1−Vh2.
Adapted from Refs. [9–10,61].
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other state are slow (N10 ms), whereas any other transition is fast (b
2 ms; presumably much faster without signal ﬁltering) [50]. These
time-course studies of state transitions gave rise to names for “fast
and slow” gates. Fast- and slow-gating in each HC have a determined
polarity of closure or “gating polarity”, which means that relative posi-
tive or negative Vj or Vm on the cytoplasmic side of gates will increase
their probability to close. It is assumed that gating polarities for uHC
and aHC are conserved, but the possibility that docking reverse the po-
larity of gating cannot be excluded. Interestingly, all uHCs studied so far
have shown negative gating polarity for the slow-gating mechanism,
which is generally less voltage-sensitive than the fast-gating mecha-
nism. Hence, each GJ channel has four Vj-sensitive gating mechanisms
in series and they interact in a contingent manner, i.e., voltage across
one aHC depends on the state as well as conductance of the aHC in se-
ries. The extent of gap junctional communication (GJC) depends not
only on Vj sensitivity of those gates, but also on several other factors:
1) a number of GJ channels that open at any given time, 2) unitary con-
ductances of GJ channel at open and residual states (γo and γres, respec-
tively), and 3) perm-selectivity of aHCs. GJC can be modulated by Vj,
intracellular ionic composition, posttranslationalmodiﬁcations, and dif-
ferent chemical agents [6]. These factors may vary during pathological
conditions, such as hypoxia [51], ischemia [52] or epilepsy [53], causing
signiﬁcant dysregulation of electrical and metabolic GJC. Moreover, GJ
channels are sensitive to [Ca2+]i, [H+]i and Vj [54] that varies under
physiological conditions suggesting thatmodulation of GJC by these fac-
tors may be important for normal cell functions.
2.2. Voltage gating and electrical signal transfer asymmetries in heterotypic
GJs
Heterotypic GJ channels typically show asymmetric instantaneous
and steady-state gj–Vj relationships. The former is a property of the
conductive pore and can be explained by fast rectiﬁcation of γo and
γres that may be sensitive to Vj and/or Vm [55]. Even under normal con-
ditions and at Vj=0, a fraction of channels are closed at the residual
state and therefore their rectiﬁcation can inﬂuence instantaneous gj–
Vj relationship as well [56–57]. In addition, rectiﬁcation of the channel
conductance arises from an asymmetry in the position of charged
amino acids near the channel pore surface, explaining the molecular
determinants of fast rectiﬁcation in heterocellular electrical synapses
[58]. On the other hand, steady-state gj–Vj asymmetries can be
explained by differences in: 1) Vj sensitivity of fast and slow gating
mechanisms of aHCs, 2) unitary conductances of aHCs at the open
and residual states (γo,H and γres,H, respectively), and 3) gating polarity.
There were multiple attempts to determine gating polarity of Cxs by
assuming that Vj-gating asymmetry of heterotypic GJs arises from dif-
ferences in Vj-gating of corresponding homotypic GJs. However, when
γo,Hs are considerably different, the fraction of Vj that drops on the
aHC with smaller γo,H is signiﬁcantly higher resulting to enhanced
and reduced Vj-sensitivities of aHCs with smaller and higher γo,Hs, re-
spectively, compared to those in corresponding homotypic GJs [9,56].
Eventually, changes in Vj-sensitivity of aHCs due to differential drop
of Vj lead tomarked gj–Vj asymmetries. For example, in Cx45/Cx43 het-
erotypic channels due to ~4-fold difference between Cx43 and Cx45 γo,
Hs results in signiﬁcantly higher Vj-gating asymmetry than that pre-
dicted from intrinsic Vj-gating sensitivities of Cx43 and Cx45 [9].
When aHCs exhibit opposite gating polarities, then maximal gj–Vj
asymmetry arises [59–60] because one Vj polarity tends to open both
aHCs and the opposite gating polarity tends to close both aHCs.
Our reported and unpublished data show that all heterotypic GJs
channels formed on one side from Cx45 and on other side from
mCx30.2, Cx31, Cx36, Cx40, Cx43, Cx47 and Cx57 exhibits strong
Vj-gating and electrical signal transfer asymmetries. Experiments
were performed using a dual whole-cell voltage clamp method (de-
tailed in [10]) in co-cultures of HeLaCx45WT, HeLaCx45-CFP orHeLaCx45-EGFP and HeLa cells stably expressing other partner Cxs
of wild type or fused with ﬂuorescent proteins of different colors.
Typically, we used co-cultures in which one type of cells expressed
Cx fused with EGFP and another type of cells expressed wild type
Cx or Cx fused with CFP. Cells expressing non-tagged Cxs were pre-
loaded with DAPI at concentration of ~10 μM for ~0.5 h. This allowed
selection of cell pairs expressing different Cxs and exhibiting at least
one JP. Some of our data on voltage-gating asymmetry in heterotypic
GJs are illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1A shows an example of Ij dynamics
measured in HeLaCx45WT cell of HeLaCx31-EGFP/HeLaCx45WT cell
pairs in response to slow (0.7 mV/s) Vj ramps applied to Cx31-EGFP
expressing cell. Slow Vj ramps allow for continuous measurement
of steady-state gj dependence on Vj as shown in Fig. 1B. The normal-
ized gj–Vj dependence is strongly asymmetric with a peak of gj at
Vj≈−25 mV. The reduction of gj at positive Vjs is caused by the clo-
sure of Cx45 aHCs that gate at relative negativity on their cytoplas-
mic side [9], whereas the reduction in gj for negative Vjs results
from closure of Cx31 aHCs that also gate at relative negativity but
are less Vj sensitive than Cx45 aHC [61]. Similar Vj-gating asymmetry
was reported for mCx30.2/Cx45 [15], Cx40/Cx45 [10], Cx43/Cx45 [9]
and Cx57/Cx45 [62] GJs and observed in Cx36/Cx45 and Cx47/Cx45
GJs (unpublished data, F.F.B.).
Fig. 2. Dye transfer modulation by ionophoretic effect of Vj in the absence of Vj-gating.
A diagram of the experimental setting is superimposed with a ﬂuorescence image of a
HeLaCx43-EGFP cell pair exhibiting a single JP (see the inset). The Vj trace shows the
voltage protocol applied to cell-1 loaded with AF350. Repeated Vj ramps of ±15 mV ap-
plied in cell-1 were used to measure Ij in between Vj steps of ±20 mV (see expanded
traces in the inset). FI1 and FI2 traces show dynamics of dye ﬂuorescence in cell-1
and cell-2, respectively. Jj, norm and Pγ traces show AF350 ﬂux normalized to the control
value, and single channel permeability, respectively. Application of CO2 (horizontal
bar) was used to block GJs and calculate Pp, which in this experiment was equal
~1.3×10−11 cm3/s.
Adapted from Ref. [54].
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cause asymmetry of electrical signal transfer which can be effectively
modulated by the difference in holding potentials between the cells
(ΔVh) [9]. Fig. 1C shows an experiment in which the HeLaCx45WT cell
(cell-1)was pairedwith a HeLaCx40-CFP cell (cell-2); gj=1.4 nS. Initially
cell-1was voltage clamped at−57 mVand stepped to±90mV for 90 ms
with 170 ms between pulses. The cell-2 wasmaintained in current clamp
mode, which allowed the recording of electrotonic potentials evoked by
repeated voltage steps applied to cell-1. The initial set of depolarizing
and hyperpolarizing voltage pulses (0–18 s) shows substantial asymme-
try in the amplitudes of responses in cell-2 depending on the polarity of
the pulses. During application of +90mV pulses to cell-1, the amplitude
of electrotonic responses in cell-2 (V2) was ~28mV; i.e., the coupling co-
efﬁcient for signal transfer, k1→2,+90=V2/V1=28/90=~0.3. During ap-
plication of −90 mV pulses, the V2≈0.3 mV and k1→2,−90≈0.01. We
deﬁned the ratio of coupling coefﬁcients for positive and negative Vj
pulses, k1–2,−90/k1–2,+90, as the electrical coupling asymmetry coefﬁcient,
Kasym, which during 0–18 s period was equal ~0.03. Positive pulses were
effectively transferred to cell-2, whereas transfer of negative pulses was
greatly attenuated. Transfer of negative pulses gradually decreased due
to decrease in gj. Stepwise increase in the holding potential of cell-1
(see arrows) from −57 mV to 41 mV leads to a gradual increase in
Kasym by reaching ~1, which stands for symmetric signal transfer. A simi-
lar electrical signal transfer asymmetry,which canbemodulated fromvir-
tually unidirectional to bidirectional by relatively small changes in ΔVh
was reported in Cx31/Cx45 and Cx43/Cx45 GJs [9,61] and observed in
Cx36/Cx45 and Cx47/Cx45 GJs expressed in HeLa cells (unpublished,
F.F.B.) as well as in amphibian blastomeres exhibiting a small offset in
resting potentials [63]. Fig. 1D shows summarized data illustrating Kasym
dependence on ΔVh measured in HeLaCx43-EGFP/HeLaCx45WT cell
pairs originally reported in [9], were ΔVh=Vh1−Vh2. Kasym varied from
near 1, when the Cx45-expressing cell was more positive, to ~0, when
the Cx45 cell was more negative. We observed similar Kasym−ΔVh de-
pendence in Cx31/Cx45, Cx40/Cx45 and Cx36/Cx45 GJs. In summary, col-
lected data show that ΔVh signiﬁcantly modulates electrical signaling
asymmetry through several types of heterotypic GJs. This asymmetry in-
creases making Cx45 cell relatively more negative relative to the partner
Cx. Kasym−ΔVh dependence remains the same independent of whether
the Cx45- or partner-Cx-expressing cell was stimulated.
3. Dye transfer modulation by transjunctional voltage
It is well established that GJs are permeable to secondmessengers,
such as Ca2+, cAMP and IP3 in a Cx type dependent manner [6]. For
example, Cx43 GJs demonstrate ~15-fold higher permeability than
Cx32 GJs for glutamate, glutathione, ADP and AMP, and ~10-fold less-
er permeability to adenosine [64]. All of the above-mentioned mole-
cules are comparable in molecular mass and net electric charge with
Alexa Fluor-350 (AF350; MW=326 Da, z=−1) and Lucifer Yellow
(LY; MW=443, z=−2) used in our studies. Here we focus on mod-
ulation of cell-to-cell transfer of these dyes by Vj. We did not assess
permeability to positively charged dyes because of their strong bind-
ing to nucleic acids.
Cx isoforms exhibit different transjunctional permeability (Pj) to
the same compound, which for some Cxs can differ by 1000-fold
[65]. Single channel permeability (Pγ) is not necessarily proportional
to single channel conductance or pore diameter [64,66]. In addition,
the fast Vj-sensitive gating mechanism operates as a selectivity ﬁlter
restricting metabolic cell–cell communication while preserving elec-
trical coupling. It was shown that at the residual state Cx43 and
Cx46 GJs are not permeable to ﬂuorescent molecules and cAMP,
which permeate the open/main state [67–68]. Therefore, when the
fast gate closes to the residual state it narrows the channel pore to
the size comparable with the size of atomic ions. For example, Pj of
cAMP should be proportional to the number of fully open channels
(No) at any given time or gj,o=No ∙γo but not to a total junctionalconductance, gj=No ∙γo+(NF−No)·γres, where NF is a number all
operational/functional channels, and γο and γres are unitary conduc-
tances at open and residual states, respectively. As indicated above,
even under normal conditions and Vj=0 fraction of GJs can be closed
to the residual state. As a result, Pj–Vj relation for molecules (more
complex than atomic ions) will be slightly different from gj–Vj rela-
tion due to the ‘zero-permeability’ of the residual state. In case of
charged molecules, an electric ﬁeld generated by Vj will affect not
only Vj-gating but also the motion of charged molecules by ionophor-
esis, i.e. positively charged molecules move towards a relative nega-
tive cell (cathode) and v.v. Thus, Jj is affected by both Vj-gating and
ionophoresis.
Fig. 3. Dye transfer modulation by Vj steps in a HeLaCx43-EGFP/HeLaCx45-CFP cell pair
shown in the top-right diagram. Vj was applied to the Cx43-EGFP expressing cell, while
the Cx45-CFP expressing cell was loaded with AF350. Repeated Vj ramps of ±25 mV ap-
plied before and after voltage steps of ±80 mV (top-left inset) were used to measure Ij.
FI1 and FI2 traces show the dynamics of AF350 ﬂuorescence in cell-1 and cell-2, respec-
tively. CO2 application (horizontal bar) was used to block GJs and calculate Pp (bottom-
right inset). The Jj,norm trace shows the normalized total junctional ﬂux. Δ sign on FI
trace and arrow on Ij trace indicate moments of patch opening in cell-1 and cell-2, re-
spectively.
Adapted from Ref. [54].
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through GJ channels
To study Pj and transjunctional ﬂux (Jj) dependence on Vj, we used
combined dual whole-cell patch clamp and ﬂuorescent imaging
methods, described in more detail in [54,62,65]. In brief, pipette-1
and pipette-2 are patched to cell-1 and cell-2, respectively. For Jj mea-
surements, only pipette-1 contained dye of interest, therefore, cell-1
acted as “dye-donor” and cell-2 as “dye-recipient”. Typically, patch
opening in pipette-1 resulted in a rapid dye loading in cell-1 until
reaching saturation. Dye transfer from cell-1 to cell-2 followed by
dye diffusion to pipette-2. Therefore, we needed to account for a
dye loss in cell-2 due its “leakage” to pipette-2 that was not part of
equations used to analyze Pj and Jj.
Assuming that Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz (GHK) equation [69] ap-
plies to Jj, then it can be expressed through Pj multiplied by the driv-
ing force, which for a charged molecule involves the gradients of both
chemical and electrical potentials:
Jj ¼
Pj zFV j=RT
 
C1−C2 exp −zFV j=RT
 h i
1− exp −zFV j=RT
 h i ð1Þ
where z is the net electric charge of the dye molecule, F is Fara-
day's constant, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute tempera-
ture, and C1 and C2 are dye concentrations in cell-1 and cell-2,
respectively.
As proposed earlier [1], Jj can be described in differential terms as
follows: Jj=vol2(ΔC2/Δt), where, vol2 is the volume of cell-2 and ΔC2
is a change in dye concentration in cell-2 during the time interval, Δt.
If to account an effect of dye loss to pipette-2 with permeability Pp
then
Jj ¼ vol2 ΔC2=Δtð Þ þ PpC2: ð2Þ
Substituting in Eq. (1) an expression of Jj shown by Eq. (2), we
come to the following expression of Pj:
Pj ¼
vol2 ΔC2=Δtð Þ þ PpC2
h i
1− exp −zFV j=RT
 h i
zFVj=RT
 
C1−C2 exp −zFV j=RT
 h i : ð3Þ
Based on our studies as well as others [70–71], we assumed that
when the concentration of a ﬂuorescent dye is below 1 mM, C1 and
C2 are directly proportional to ﬂuorescence intensities in cell-1 (FI1)
and cell-2 (FI2), i.e., C1=k FI1 and C2=k FI2, where k is a constant.
Then, Eq. (3) can be expressed as follows:
Pj ¼
vol2 ΔFI2=Δtð Þ þ PpFI2
h i
1− exp −zFV j=RT
 h i
zFV j=RT
 
FI1−FI2 exp −zFV j=RT
 h i ð4Þ
whereΔFI2=FI2(n+1)−FI2(n) is the change in FI2 over the time, Δt=
(tn+1−tn); n is nth timepoint in the recording. In the absence of a volt-
age gradient, permeability at Vj=0 (Pj,0) can be expressed as follows:
Pj;0 ¼
vol2 ΔFI2=Δtð Þ þ PpFI2
h i
FI1−FI2½ 
: ð5Þ
To estimate Pp, we uncoupled cells by using 100% CO2 or long
chain alkanols and measured kinetics of FI2 decay over time reﬂectinga leakage of dye from cell-2 to pipette-2. Under blocking conditions,
Pj,0=0, therefore from the Eq. (5) follows that:
Pp ¼
− vol2 ΔFI2=Δtð Þ
FI2
: ð6Þ
Our data show that Pp can vary in the range of 1.1 to
4×10−11 cm3/s. In this equation, it was assumed that the concentra-
tion of dye in pipette-2 is negligible. This assumption may not be very
true, speciﬁcally for pipettes with long tapered tips. For this reason,
we always made pipettes with tapered tips as short as possible. Pp de-
pends mainly on the size of the open patch at the tip of the pipette,
which can vary among experiments. Therefore, its value should be es-
timated in each experiment. If approximation of Pj and Jj decay under
uncoupling conditions approached zero then this supported a notion
that Pp estimates were reliable.
In all permeability studies we have used negatively charged dyes
that show relatively low binding to cytoplasmic components. In sep-
arate studies, we have permeabilized cells preloaded with AF350 and
LY for ~1 h. They revealed that ﬂuorescence of AF350 over ~5 min
decayed almost completely, while LY revealed some residual ﬂuores-
cence of ~10%. Similar control experiments were performed by Ek-
Vitorin and Burt [71], in which RinCx43 cells were loaded with
NBD-M-TMA for ~35 min, and 6 min after permeabilization with β-
escin, dye ﬂuorescence was undetectable. Based on these experi-
ments, we can assume that the error in our evaluations of Pjs could
be ~10% for LY and negligible for AF350. In addition, obtained Pj and
Pγ values, shown in Figs. 2, 4 and 5, were relatively constant over
the time course of experiments indicating that binding of AF350
Fig. 4. Dye transfer modulation by small Vjs. Electrophysiological and ﬂuorescence im-
aging recordings in a HeLaCx43-EGFP/HeLaCx45WT cell pair. Vj trace shows the voltage
protocol applied to the Cx45-expressing cell (loaded with AF350, see top-right dia-
gram). Repeated Vj ramps of ±10 mV (top-left inset) were used to measure gj in be-
tween Vj steps. FI1 and FI2 are ﬂuorescence intensities measured in cell-1 and cell-2,
respectively. The Pj trace shows the total junctional permeability. On average, during
repeated small amplitude Vj ramps, Pj=~39.6×10−13 cm3/s (horizontal dotted line).
Δ sign on FI trace and arrow on Ij trace indicate moments of patch opening in cell-1
and cell-2, respectively.
Adapted from Ref. [54].
Fig. 5. Dye transfer modulation by bursts of +60 mV pulses 10 ms in duration repeated
at 50 Hz frequency (top-middle inset), and applied alternately to cell-1 and cell-2 of a
HeLaCx43-EGFP/HeLaCx45WT cell pair (top-right diagram). V1 and V2 traces show
voltage protocols applied in cell-1 (loaded with AF350) and cell-2, respectively. Repeat-
ed Vj ramps of ±20 mV applied in cell-2 (top-left inset) were used to measured Ij and
calculate the gj trace. FI1 and FI2 traces show dynamics of dye ﬂuorescence in cell-1 and
cell-2, respectively. The Pj trace shows the total junctional permeability. On average, at
Vj=0 mV, Pj=~9.9×10−13 cm3/s (horizontal dotted line). During series of pulses, Pj
was calculated using Eq. (2) at Vj=21 mV. CO2 application (horizontal bar) was used
to block GJs and calculate Pp. Δ sign on FI trace and arrow on Ij trace indicate moments
of patch opening in cell-1 and cell-2, respectively.
Adapted from Ref. [54].
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permeability.
An estimation of vol2 was based on the assumption that cells have
the shape of a hemisphere. The diameter of a hemisphere was deter-
mined by averaging the longest and the shortest diameters of the cell;
on average, the volume of examined HeLa cells was ~1800 μm3. In Jj
and Pj evaluations, we neglected dye loss through the non-junctional
plasma membrane of cell-2 due to earlier reports showing that dye
diffusion through HCs or other non-Cx-related mechanisms is at
least ~10-fold lower than dye diffusion to the patch-pipette [65].
Single channel permeability (Pγ) can be found by dividing Pj by the
number of fully open channels at any given time, No=gj /γο. For ex-
ample, Pγ can be found from Eq. (7) as follows:
Pγ ¼
γo vol2ΔFI2=Δtð Þ þ PpFI2
h i
1− exp − zFV j=RT
 h i
gj zFV j=RT
 
FI1−FI2 exp − zFV j=RT
 h i : ð7Þ
To increase dye detection sensitivity, which is particularly im-
portant in cases where coupling is weak and/or channel permeabil-
ity is low, time-lapse imaging of ﬂuorescence was performed as
follows: the whole visible ﬁeld was exposed to excitation light to
measure FI1, followed by focused excitation light with a diameter
of ~10 μm and directed only at the dye-recipient cell-2 to measure
FI2. The latter allowed to avoid emission light scattering from thedye-donor cell-1 as well as from the dye-ﬁlled pipette-1 which
can obscure dye transfer to the recipient cell in cases where perme-
ability is low or give the appearance of dye transfer when it is, in
fact, absent. Our estimates show that using this approach the sensi-
tivity of dye transfer measurements increases over 100-fold when
compared with traditional methods when both cells were exposed
to the excitation light.
To minimize dye bleaching, we performed time-lapse imaging ex-
posing cells to a low-intensity light for ~0.5 s every 6 s or more. We
also used low dye concentrations in the pipette solution, typically
0.1 mM and below, which minimized photo toxicity, but still provid-
ed satisfactory ﬂuorescence intensities [54,62,65].
3.2. Experimental analysis of dye transfer modulation by ionophoresis
To determine the direct effect of a transjunctional electric ﬁeld on
the cell-to-cell transfer of charged dyemolecules, we performed studies
in HeLaCx43-EGFP cells (Fig. 2), which exhibit reduced sensitivity to Vj
Fig. 6. Lucifer yellow (LY) transfer modulation by bursts of +100 mV pulses 10 ms in
duration repeated at 50 Hz frequency (top-left inset), and applied alternately to cell-
1 and cell-2 of a HeLaCx43-EGFP/HeLaCx45-CFP cell pair (top-right diagram). V1 and
V2 traces show voltage protocols applied in cell-1 (loaded with LY) and cell-2, respec-
tively. Repeated Vj ramps of ±14 mV applied in cell-2 (top-middle inset) were used to
measured Ij and calculate the gj trace. FI1 and FI2 traces show dynamics of dye ﬂuores-
cence in cell-1 and cell-2, respectively. The Jj trace shows the total junctional ﬂux cal-
culated with Eq. (2). Octanol application (horizontal bar) was used to block GJs and
estimate Pp that was equal ~1.7·10−11 cm3/s (bottom-right inset).
Adapted from Ref. [54].
Fig. 7.Modulation of gj and Jj for AF350 by Vj. (A) Summarized data of steady state Jj–Vj
for AF350 measurements in Cx43/Cx45 cell pairs. Overlap of actual data (circles) and ﬁt-
ting curves using sigmoidal equation for synergistic (red) and antagonistic (gray) Jj–Vj
dependences. Data were normalized at Vj=0 mV. Red and gray curves show ﬁtting of
the data encompassed in the cyan square and shown in red and gray circles, respective-
ly. Green (synergistic) and blue (antagonistic) ﬁlled circles indicate experimental data
in which high frequency bursts of pulses of positive polarity were applied to either cell
of the cell pair (Vj was positive when the Cx43 cell was stimulated and negative when
the Cx45 cell was stimulated, see Fig. 5). The black line shows normalized gj–Vj plot, av-
eraged from 5 experiments. (B) The ﬁgure illustrates how the shift of the working point
(WP; gray and red ﬁlled circles for gj and Jj, respectively) along the Vj axis for ±10 mV
(cyan rectangles) results in changes of gj and Jj shown by the vertical arrows. The black
and red curves are from A. The changes in gj are accompanied by relatively larger
changes in Jj due to the ionophoretic effect of Vj on the diffusion of charged molecules.
Adapted from Ref. [54].
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negatively charged AF350. After both cells were transferred to whole-
cell mode and FI of AF350 in both cells approached a steady state, CO2
was applied to block GJs to evaluate Pp. Ij and gj were measured by ap-
plying repeated small voltage ramps and Vj steps of ±20 mV to cell-1.
The amplitude and duration of the stepswere too small to induce reduc-
tion in gj by Vj-gating, while FI2 exhibited changes due to the direct ef-
fect of Vj on AF350 transfer. Jj,norm trace (calculated using Eq. (2) and
normalized to Jj measured just before the ﬁrst positive Vj step) show
that positive Vj step caused a ~60% reduction, while negative Vj steps
caused a ~30% increase in Jj,norm. Despite changes in Jj,norm, Pγ (calculat-
ed using Eq. (7)) remained constant during Vj steps (values boxed into
gray square in Fig. 2) and was equal to 82.6±4.8×10−15 cm3/s, which
is close to the Pγ previously reported for Cx43-EGFP [65]. A constant Pγ
before and during Vj steps is expected because Pγ is a property of the
channel and should not depend on Vj if channel pore size and conduc-
tance do not change substantially at different Vjs due to rectiﬁcation.
Obtained data support a notion that used GHK formalism is indeed ap-
plicable to describe Pj for at least Vjs of ~±20 mV. Therefore, dye trans-
fer can be accelerated or decelerated by ionophoresis, while Pγ remains
unaffected in the absence of Vj-gating.3.3.1. Vj-dependent modulation of dye transfer by voltage gating and
ionophoresis
All GJs exhibit Vj-gating with Cx-type dependent sensitivity to Vj.
It is evident that Vj-mediated reduction of open probability of GJ
channels should reduce Pj. Less obvious is how Vj-gating asymmetry
observed in heterotypic GJs (Fig. 1B) affects permeability and wheth-
er it leads to a similar or different asymmetry of Jj–Vj and Pj–Vj
dependencies.
An example of combined electrophysiological and ﬂuorescence im-
aging recordings in a Cx43-EGFP/Cx45-CFP cell pair is shown in Fig. 3.
Initially, the patch was opened in pipette-1 loaded with AF350. Approx-
imately 1 min later, the patch was opened in pipette-2 (arrow) and re-
peated ramps of ±25 mV were applied to measure gj, which initially
was ~50 nS. Vj steps of +80 mV applied to Cx43-EGFP cell rapidly re-
duced Ij, and consequently, gj dropped to ~5 nS. Vj steps of−80 mV re-
covered gj to ~50 nS. CO2 application for ~2 min induced transient
uncoupling and we used FI2 changes after CO2 application to evaluate
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Eq. (2) and normalized with Jj,o measured just before the ﬁrst Vj step.
During Vj steps of +80 mV, Jj,norm declined to zero even though cells
remained coupled (~5 nS) and positive Vjs applied on Cx43-EGFP side
should accelerate transfer of negatively charged AF350 molecules. This
suggests that positive Vj steps drove GJs to a non-permeable substate.
During−80 mV Vj steps, the slow decrease in Jj,norm (asterisks) is due
to the reduction in concentration gradient of AF350. Data collected in
eight other Cx43/Cx45 cell pairs show that dye ﬂux exhibits high levels
of asymmetry depending on Vj resembling an asymmetry of Vj-gating.
In addition, Ij does not reach a zero level during +80mV Vj steps pre-
sumably due to the inability of the fast gating mechanism to close the
GJ channel fully [49]. Earlier, it was reported that GJ channels closed
to the residual state become impermeable to AF350, Lucifer yellow
(LY) and cAMP, while remaining permeable to small ions, major charge
carriers for electrical cell–cell coupling [67–68]. In concert with those
reports, in Fig. 3, Jj,norm reached a zero level despite the fact that gj is
still ~5 nS.
3.3.2. How effectively Vj can inﬂuence dye transfer?
In excitable tissues, relatively high Vjs can be expected during action
potentials (AP) of ~100 mV in amplitude that can close Vj-sensitive
gates and consequently change Jj. However, a major fraction of Cxs in or-
ganisms are expressed in non-excitable tissueswhere changes in the rest-
ing potentials (VR) is the only source for Vj and expected to be much
below the amplitude of APs. VR can vary among cell types and within
the same cell type [73] under normal conditions and substantially more
under ischemic and other pathological conditions. Therefore, we found
it rational to test whether relatively small Vj of ~10 mV or less canmodu-
late Pj in Cx43/Cx45 heterotypic GJs. To answer this question, we exam-
ined Pj for AF350 by applying relatively small Vj steps (Fig. 4). Repeated
Vj ramps of ±10mV revealed that initial gj was ~14 nS. Consecutive Vj
steps of−14,−9, +9,−30 and−60 mV elicited Vj-gating and modula-
tion of Pj. After ~330 s, Vj ramps were not applied for ~30 s to verify that
they did not affect Pj (gray square on Pj trace). During all Vj steps of neg-
ative polarity gj decreased but some residual conductance still remained
while Pj decreased even more. During a Vj step of +9mV, gj and Pj in-
creased ~30%. From Pj and gj measurements at the beginning of the record
and assuming that for Cx43/Cx45 channels γο=55 pS [9], we found that
Pγ,Cx43/Cx45=Pj(γο/gj)=~15×10−15 cm3/s, which is in good agreement
with earlier estimates of single Cx43/Cx45 channel permeability at
Vj≈0 mV [65].
3.4. Dye transfer modulation by Vj pulses resembling bursts of action
potentials
In these experiments, we used only positive pulses since APs gen-
erated by excitable cells are generally positive, and we examined Pj
during stimulation of either cell expressing Cx45 or Cx43. Cell-1
expressing Cx45 was loaded with AF350 (see diagram in Fig. 5). Initial-
ly, repeated small ramps were applied in cell-2 to measure gj, which
was ~3.5 nS. In response to repeated (50 Hz) pulses of 60 mV in am-
plitude and 10 ms in duration applied to cell-2, gj decayed over a ~4 s
period and reached a steady state of ~0.2 nS. Subsequently, when a
burst of pulses was applied to cell-1, gj increased to ~6 nS. To ﬁnd
Pp, cells were fully uncoupled with a short application of CO2.
Under control conditions, Pj ≈10×10−15 cm3/s. To explain 1.9-fold
increase in Pj (see Pj trace during stimulation of cell-1), we found,
using Eq. (4), that a burst of +60 mV pulses causes the same effect
as could cause Vj steps of 21 mV, i.e., ~35% of 60 mV pulses. Single
channel permeability estimates in this experiment using the same
procedure as we did for data shown in Fig. 4 resulted to Pγ,
Cx43/Cx45=~14×10−15 cm3/s, which is close to values obtained from
Fig. 4 and reported earlier for Vj≈0 mV [65].
Thus, relatively high frequency stimulation of the Cx43-EGFP
expressing cell blocked AF350 transfer whereas stimulation of theCx45 expressing cell increased both gj and Pj equally that presumes
linear relationship between Pj and NF. Similar data were obtained in
ﬁve other Cx43/Cx45 cell pairs by using AF350. Comparable results
were obtained in Cx43-EGFP/Cx45-CFP cell pairs using equivalent ex-
periment protocol to one shown in Fig. 5, but was examined cell–cell
transfer of LY instead of AF350 (Fig. 6). In summary, these data allow
to assume that cell–cell transfer of metabolites in Cx43/Cx45 GJs
can be enhanced or reduced depending whether the burst of APs
starts in the cell expressing Cx43 or Cx45.
3.5. Synergistic and antagonistic action of Vj-gating and ionophoresis on
metabolic communication
Obtained data show that at least in Cx43/Cx45 junctions, Vjs as low as
~10 mV can substantially modulate transfer of metabolites of ~400 Da
comparable in sizewith the dyes used (Fig. 4). Thismodulation of charged
molecules can be ampliﬁed or reduced depending on whether Vj-gating
and ionophoresis act synergistically or antagonistically, respectively. If a
Cx43-expressing cell is loaded with a negatively charged dye, i.e., AF350,
and subjected to positive or negative Vj steps, then gj should be reduced
or increased and Vj should decelerate or accelerate transfer of AF350, re-
spectively. Thus, at both Vj polarities, Vj-gating and ionophoresis should
act on dye transfer synergistically. On the contrary, if a Cx45-expressing
cell is loaded with AF350, then Vj-gating and ionophoresis should
affect dye transfer antagonistically. Data summarized from 24 cell pairs
in Fig. 7 show the synergistic and antagonistic normalized Jj–Vj dependen-
cies observed when cells expressing Cx43 or Cx45, respectively, were
loaded with AF350; data were normalized in respect to Jj at Vj≈0 mV.
Red (synergistic) and gray (antagonistic) circles and correspondingﬁtting
curves using sigmoidal equation summarize experiments in which Vj
steps of negative or positive polarity were applied to either cell of the
pair. From ﬁtting curves, we can ﬁnd that ΔJj/ΔVj at Vj≈0 mV was equal
to ~−0.09 and−0.03 normalized units of Jj permV for synergistic and an-
tagonistic dependencies, respectively. The black curve shows the normal-
ized gj–Vj dependence averaged from ﬁve gj–Vj plots from which we can
ﬁnd thatΔgj/ΔVj atVj≈0 mVwas equal to~−0.06 mV−1. Thus, synergis-
tic Jj–Vj dependencewas steeper and antagonistic onewas shallower than
gj–Vj dependence at Vj≈0 mV. Green (synergistic) and blue (antagonis-
tic) circles in Fig. 7A indicate experimental data in which burst of pulses
of positive polarity were applied to either cell of the cell pair (Vj positive
when Cx43 cell was stimulated and v.v.). Data shown in green and blue
circles were not included in the ﬁtting process but, in general, they
show that application ofVj steps or bursts of pulses result in similar effects
on Jj.
If ΔVR is positioned on a gj–Vj plot of Cx43/Cx45 heterotypic junc-
tion as the working point (WP), then changing VRs in cell-1 and/or
cell-2 would move the WP along the Vj axis and cause substantial
changes in gj and Jj. Fig. 7B illustrates that Vjs as small as ±10 mV
around the working point of ΔVR=5 mV causes ~50% higher changes
in Jj than in gj due to synergistic action of Vj-gating and ionophoresis.
4. Concluding remarks
Collected data demonstrate that Vj can effectively regulate cell–
cell transfer of electrical signals and dyes comparable in size and net
electric charge with many metabolites and signaling molecules allow-
ing to suggest that the data apply to intercellular electrical signaling
and metabolic cell–cell communication in vivo. Relatively small ΔVRs
of ~10 mV can modulate electrical signal transfer and metabolic com-
munication to a large extent through GJs exhibiting Vj-gating asym-
metry. Similarly, pulses resembling bursts of APs can block or
increase metabolic communication depending on which cell the
burst of APs starts.
Transfer of charged molecules is affected by ionophoresis and Vj-
gating. Ionophoresis affects cell–cell transfer of charged metabolites
independent of Cx type and whether GJ channels are homotypic,
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gistically or antagonistically on cell-to-cell transfer of the metabolite
depending on the sign of its charge and the net Jj direction relative
to the orientation of the heterotypic channel. Vj-gating asymmetry
of heterotypic GJs in combination with small ΔVRs of communicating
cells can lead to noticeable Jj–Vj asymmetries. This may explains dis-
putable data on reported earlier directional permselectivity of
charged ﬂuorophores [74–76] in heterocellular cell pairs, presumably
forming heterotypic GJs. Fig. 7 shows that Vjs of ~10 mV or even smal-
ler might render a signiﬁcant asymmetry of metabolic communica-
tion without assuming a presence of directional permselectivity. Our
data show that the modiﬁed GHK equation used predicts Pγ relatively
well for examined dyes. This may not necessarily be true for larger
molecules or higher Vjs due to: 1) breakdown of ionic independence,
2) electrostatic interaction with the channel's wall, etc.
Since the discovery of Vj-dependent gating of GJ channels it remains
unclear a necessity of voltage-gating of GJs expressed in non-excitable
cells, such as hepatocytes, astrocytes, keratinocytes, epithelial cells, etc.,
which do not generate APs that can lead to large Vjs. However, as we
demonstrate, even relatively smallΔVRs of communicating cells can sub-
stantially modulate transfer of charged dyes via Vj-gating and ionophor-
esis, and this effect is augmented in heterotypic GJs. Can such ΔVRs be
physiologically relevant? VRs varies among different cell types in broad
ranges exceeding tens of mV under normal conditions, and even more
under pathological conditions when cells lose their electrochemical gra-
dients. It has been shown that astrocytes, which are well coupled
through GJs, exhibit a wide range of VRs from−22 to−82 mV, and ex-
hibit spontaneous changes of their VRs under different physiological con-
ditions [73]. Therefore, modulation of metabolic communication by
ionophoresis in the absence of Vj-gating can occur in well coupled cell
networks, such as the astrocytic network, where small differences in
the average membrane potential can modulate the transfer of charged
metabolites between different regions of the cell network. A model for
ionophoresis of charged molecules through GJ channels showed that a
20 mV difference between the ﬁrst and last cells, of a linear array of
8 coupled cells, is sufﬁcient to generate a signiﬁcant gradient of charged
molecules [77]. This suggests that ΔVRs of ~3 mV, which certainly do not
produce Vj-gating, might be enough to generate Jj asymmetries of
charged molecules by ionophoresis alone. Numerous studies have
shown that pathological conditions such as ischemia, can result in alter-
ation of VRs. Depending upon the severity of ischemic conditions,
changes in VR can be far greater than 10 mV [78]. Thus, even in cells
that have the sameVR under normal conditions, changes in their network
proﬁle or local ischemia can induce ΔVRs and consequently modulate
metabolic communication by ionophoresis in all types of GJs and, in ad-
dition, by Vj-gating if cells are coupled through heterotypic GJs. It is im-
portant to note that actual ΔVR depend on the intrinsic VRs of
communicating cells, coupling strength and their input resistance.
Vj-gating under physiological conditions can also take place in
electrically excitable tissues. It was shown that Vj arising on the
front of excitation spread in the heart can dynamically reduce gj and
may play a role in the development of cardiac arrhythmias [79]. Elec-
trical activity during cardiac arrhythmias resembles bursts of APs
similar to those in Figs. 1C, 5 and 6 may cause profound changes of
gj and Jj. Similar instances can occur between neurons that express
or co-express Cx30.2, Cx36 and Cx45 [16]. Dynamic changes in gj
can also occur when only one of the coupled cells is excitable, as
at GJs between neurons and astrocytes, between endothelium and
smooth muscle cells in blood vessels, etc. All these systems co-express
Cx45 in parallel with Cx31, Cx36, Cx40, Cx43 and/or Cx47 that can
form heterotypic GJs exhibiting Vj-gating asymmetry. In the mouse ret-
ina, the major rod/cone pathway for visual transmission is mediated by
Cx36/Cx45 heterotypic GJ channels formed between ON cone bipolar
andAII amacrine cells [80]. Inmajorwhitematter tracts, where astrocytic
Cx30 is absent, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes expressing Cx43 and
Cx45, respectively, form Cx43/Cx45 heterotypic channels [31]. In theheart, ﬁbroblasts that are non-excitable express Cx45 [81] among
other Cxs and are coupled with cardiomyocytes preferentially expres-
sing Cx43. Fibroblasts, exhibiting relatively small VRs, will be more
depolarized than cardiomyocytes during the repolarization phase.
Thus, most of Cx43/Cx45 GJs should open and cells should be able
to exchange metabolites. During APs when the Vm of cardiomyocytes
becomes positive, Cx43/Cx45 channels should close resulting in the
reduction of gj, Pj and consequently a ‘sink’ effect of the ﬁbroblast's
network on the excitation of cardiomyocytes, thereby enhancing
the safety factor for the spread of excitation in the syncytial network
of cardiomyocytes. During the rest of the cardiac cycle, gj should increase
to a degree that ﬁbroblasts might help cardiomyocytes to restore their
energetic and ionic balance.
In summary, long-lasting Vjs of small amplitude or series of Vj pulses
resembling bursts of APs modulate dye transfer with high efﬁcacy sug-
gesting that heterotypic GJs may act as voltage-sensitive regulatory
valves for intercellular electrical signaling and metabolic communica-
tion. This Vj-dependent modulation of GJC may be important in many
aspects of normal physiology during different stages of development
and in adults. GJC can be substantially altered under pathological condi-
tions when survival of energetically deﬁcient cells critically depends on
metabolic communication with surrounding normal cells.
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